Introduction
Following an examination of the elevated highway's diagrammatic and machinic qualities and its evocation as a cinematic sensorium (Robertson, 2007 ) the chapter will look at how architectural drawings, and the way they are interpreted, construct mobility in certain ways. The relationships and dependencies of graphic representations and lived experiences are examined as well as the shifting and accumulating discourses that arise between the drawn intention and realised design.
Attempts have been made to represent the experience of driving through a development of notations (Appleyard et al., 1964) , analogous with the role of Labanotation in dance choreography, in the context of the design of highways. In this chapter I will consider the paradoxes inherent in both the diagrammatic conceptualisations of future motorised cities and the representations of the experience of driving in the city that were developed at key moments when speed and technology were celebrated (see Dimendberg, 1995) , for example, the development of motorways in England in the 1970s (Merriman, 2006) . These will be compared with subsequent changes in focus to walking from urban designers such as Gordon Cullen and his 'serial vision' (Cullen 1961) of experiencing the city (Gosling, 1996) and the evocative responses to, and mapping of, urban journeys as discussed by psychogeographers (Self, 1993) .
The chapter will consider mobile utopias in the field of spatial design; looking at the relationship between architecture and corporeal mobilities in urban landscapes. I discuss the context of early twentieth century ideas for the motorised city through the disciplines of civil engineering, landscape design and architecture, using examples of the work of Le Corbusier and Ernö Goldfinger to study the rhetoric, imagery and graphical expression of concepts for the future city. These designers, amongst others, played a significant role in showing the spatial implications of cities that were on the cusp of radical changes as a result of an explosion of all means of motorised transport. More than this, the designers were inextricably linked to a shift in thinking that was to bring drawn conceptions of the future city to reality across the world. I identify the oppositions of the rationalistic and humanistic characterisations inherent in their ideas for a motorised utopia and consider how the concepts relate to the material city: London. In this context the urban elevated highway, the Westway, is a materialised fragment of a much larger concept for London promoted by the planner Patrick Abercrombie and others, most of which remains unrealised. By looking at this fragment in some detail I examine the significance and impact of the chasm between the macro scale vision of the utopian city and the micro scale of lived experience.
The themes I explore here are the relationship between distance, scale and the immobilising tendencies of the diagrammatic representations of the city as described at a time of rapid growth and concurrent motorisation of cities. These representations of the macro scale of the city are discussed in opposition to the micro scale of embodied experience. Secondly, the impacts of experiencing urban spaces of mobility, such as streets and highways, as cinematic, opens up other senses of distancing in terms of specific engagements between the performer and the journey and the shifts in and out of different space/time relationships. At the same time the visual hints and suggestions of flows of motorised movements in relation to the form of the environment are brought to our attention in the simulations of mobilities that are represented in the drawings of sequential visions and cinematography. Thirdly, I attempt to draw together the trialectic of spatial conditions that Henri Lefebvre discusses: the drawn representations of space and spaces of representation that indicate specific power relations and the lived experience of spaces of mobilities through an examination of the proximities of spatial practices, practiced spaces and their historically under-described representations.
Distance, scale and immobilising diagrams
Looking down 'like a god ' (De Certeau, 1984) is Michel de Certeau's description of a view of the city of New York from the top of the (fatally destroyed) twin towers of the World Trade Centre.
The distance and disembodiment that this aerial view affords has prevailed over the imperative of creating physical space and, by extension, meaningful urban experience. Describing the city as a diagram, seen from above, allows the imagination to roam -at the scale of the city anything seems to be possible and the detail that is not seen still holds the potential to be utopic.
However, while the imagination may compensate for what is not seen, the drawn diagram is the beginning of a long process of concretising ideas and what is not captured on the diagram, such as spatial practices, will not be taken into account.
In the context of visionary ideas, mobility has broad implications and relates to society and particular communities. The dynamic language of energy and speed was central to many utopian social and political ideologies of the early twentieth century including Taylorism, bolshevism and fascism and so the metaphor of the human motor translated revolutionary scientific discoveries about physical nature into a new vision of social modernity (Rabinbach, 1990) . Speed and efficiency became criteria by which to judge progress. There is clearly a tension here between the real and representational bodies through the manifestations of power relations and through practice and performance. Following de Certeau's reading of the city, rhetoric can be seen in drawings if they are considered as 'text' so it is worthwhile considering the views from above:
architectural plans and bird's eye views in order to unearth and discuss the ambiguities and contradictions in attitudes to mobility in the city. The disparities between drawing and experience are discussed in terms of the rational and humanistic, and the tussle of modernity with the suppression of links between past, present and future (Boyer, 1994) as they may be experienced at different speeds both in memory and reality.
Architecture and planning involve the design of spaces to be occupied by (most commonly) humans. However, the production of architecture relies very heavily on the graphic -in terms of denoting a visual image -description of the material elements that form the boundaries of spaces. These elements are usually static once assembled. Different graphic techniques are employed depending on the scale of what is being designed, the stage of the design process and who and why certain information and representations of material elements and assemblages are communicated. While this conventional way of working through the technical stages is more or less essential in the material realisation of architectural design, the graphics do not necessarily provide a vivid description of how the architecture may be experienced. There is also a certain slippage between the use of the word 'plan'; sometimes meaning a drawing and sometimes meaning an intention with a time scale attached and this is further confused when deciphering whether the intent is for how the space may be used in time or for how long it will take to construct its material boundaries.
On the other hand space is regarded here as a 'medium' not a 'container', such that space and action are inseparable (Tilley, 1994) and the performative characterisation of the medium of space is continually being choreographed. Then mobile practices performed within architectural space are the means by which built form is known, whether by the moving eye scanning space (see Jay 1993 and Crang, 2002 on the use of film and the relationship between observer, eye, apparatus and subject), by the feel of surface through the feet, the effort or ease in covering the 'ground', or the shifting proximity and arrangement between people and surfaces. The individual experiences of spaces have many facets and nuances and these change over time and through motion. The intersection of architectural representation and cinematic experience become clearer when we consider the essential element of spatial practice. It is not surprising that computer generated walkthroughs are now the norm in describing architectural space. What is perhaps more surprising is the disjunction between Walter Benjamin's writing in the early twentieth century about the city as cinematic experience and the determined perseverance of designers of urban spaces to use orthographic and diagrammatic representational techniques.
Lefebvre proposes that all human space is social and can be examined in this context through his trialectic or trinity of spaces: the representations of space (mental/abstract) may be understood through drawings, spaces of representation (physical) may be emblematic of, for example, particular power relations and, thirdly, spatial practices (social) may be experienced (Lefebvre, 1991) . We are concerned with all three of these here and the slippage between them in terms of how they may be seen to interact. De Certeau's 'space is a practiced place' sets up a way of conceiving space. This suggests a way of investigating and analysing spatial conditions as the first step in the development of architectural ideas through a detailed analysis of 'practices'. De Certeau's analogy of the relationship of grammar to writing is worth examining in the gestures and traces of movements in the city and how we may interpret these in terms of what may be communicated and how they are understood. The extent to which the meanings of such traces are shared will depend on a common 'language'. Highways drawn across the city or landscape have language in their attitude and detail and mediate between the occupants and the city or landscape through which both the form of the road and the additional, independent movement of the car travel. So, the conception of the spaces that create the medium of the road space and its relationship to the city tells us a lot about the desires of those who plan and design the space.
The lack of detailed description of spatial experience for those who occupy these spaces allows it to slip through and spatial negotiations are left to chance. The desire for consistency of flow shrouds other ideas.
If we take on the idea that the post-urban city is understood through the various ways it is represented as well as the multiplicity of spatial practices rather than one defining reality (Chaplin and Holding 2002), then it is important to look at some of those representations to explore ways of understanding the city. The 'transparency' of contemporary architecture and the difficulty in distinguishing historical monuments from their 'glossy reproductions ' (Vidler, 1999) confuses our reading of the city. The experience of driving across the city at high-level is already removed from all but the visual experience and the kinaesthetic sensation. Indeed, the senses become synchronised but the visual sense is totally immersed in the situation and selected only by the direction of gaze. The distant visions, architectural realisation and social concerns inform an understanding of urban highways but the kinetic experience of movement in the city, enacted in many different ways, has the potential to define the individual's relationship with the spaces of the city. It is these kinaesthetic experiences that are not taken into account in the drawn conceptions of utopian city spaces at the macro scale and therefore, by extension, left to chance in terms of embodied experience. So, I will consider how the embodied performance of driving relates to Reyner Banham's description of the intersection of Los Angeles freeways (Banham, 1971: 71-72) as 'a work of art, both as a pattern on the map, as a monument against the sky, and as a kinetic experience as one sweeps through it'.
Cinematic and serial visions
The 'blurring' of the foreground with increased speed privileges the distant view and ultimately leads to a reliance on the panoramic view, an indiscriminate but discrete overview, for an understanding of landscape (Schivelbusch, 1980) . This, together with the desire to make sense of the multiplying fragments of the metropolis, make the elevated urban highway a particularly fascinating space to study as it affords an experience that both engages with the somatic experience of moving at speed as well as providing an overview of the city. With rail travel the body and transporter are separated. On the other hand, the sense of synchronicity between car and driver draws them together to act as one and this has a profound effect on the perception of power and control within the environment that the action takes place. This immediacy and responsibility for the 'performance' of driving has the paradoxical effect of increasing the sense of living the moment as well as empowerment and a sense of half-dreaming (captured by Petit and Sinclair in their film 'London Orbital' (Petit and Sinclair, 2002) by long mesmerising stretches of real-time footage driving along the motorway), whereby there is some control of the choreography but also not knowing what will come next. In the cinema we have some of the same experience; we generally know something about what we are going to see, there is frequently inevitability about the outcome and we expect to be 'transported' to the time and place of the action. The cinema provides a heightening of our awareness through the careful editing of the film and the lack of other stimuli (see Clarke, 1997) . There are clearly a number of levels on which the experience of driving and watching a film are similar, in particular the viewpoint looking forward and the rushing images (Merriman, 2001 ), but representing the designed experience has remained elusive.
The shifting view points in motion, sequential visions, were identified by the architect Gordon Cullen, in 1947, as the potential tools with which to study town-scapes and his development of this different visual sensitivity, 'serial vision', was widely published (see figure 13 ). Cullen's work was a development of the notion of space and time by Siegfried Giedion and the idea of simultaneous, fragmented and multiple vision seen in the work of the Cubist and Futurist painters and sculptors and following the work of artists, such as Moholy-Nagy and others in the 1920s and 30s, who were experimenting with the idea of capturing the sensation of the mobile observer. Cullen presented his studies as series' of evocative sketches. The sequences of images could be seen as having a similar role to storyboards for films. et al. 1964) . Their work was 'motivated by the promise of the new world of vision inherent in our speed of movement, and by a desire to find a visual means for pulling together large urban areas' (63). This was the first time that designers had considered the driver's view of the road and with the specific aim of developing a highway aesthetic. Their work removes the reader from the experience of the road as the language of the notation takes time to translate and the process is analytical rather than creative. However, in their analysis Appleyard et al. identify the characteristics of driving that are similar to film sequences: the melting of one scene into another, one view disappearing before another is set up, echoes and hints of past and future views, sudden transitions and connecting links and these are the characteristics that they promote as the 'meat and drink of highway design ' (18) . Architecture is about the experience of being surrounded whereas 'film, by and large, is an experience of sitting and looking at something which is over there and not very big in field-of-vision terms but more about the event than architecture' (Keiller 1997: 163) So, the mobilities inherent in the experience of driving the highway have the effect of fusing the eventfulness of film and the immersion of architecture.
Drawing on the landscape
Hungarian architect Ernö Goldfinger, who studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris where he met Le Corbusier among other notable designers, brought with him to England in 1934 an interest in structural rationalism and advocated a concentrated city with high rise living as opposed to the prevailing Garden City ideal which he believed led to urban sprawl (Elwall, 1996, 18 ). Goldfinger's interests have much in common with those of London planner Abercrombie although the impetus for this desire to control development of the land had different origins (see Matless, 1998) . Residential tower blocks placed quite close together could allow an economy of infrastructure and reduce the distance from home to school and work. High density could then free the land. In an interview with the Sunday Times in 1960 Goldfinger unveiled his vision for London as a 'park city: not a …garden city'. If Hyde Park were to be extended into Bayswater, the Green Belt drawn in, and a network of urban motorways constructed, then Goldfinger felt:
'in 10 years…London could be a beautiful skyscraper city, and the view from the river could be as it was in Wren's London, except that instead of churches you would have skyscrapers towering over the lower buildings ' (in Elwall, 1996) . Linking historic London through reference to Wren was a way to draw the wider audience of the Sunday Times readership into the new ideas. Goldfinger produced a series of drawings and posters illustrating his firmly held belief that traffic and pedestrians should be segregated. Some of the drawings are included in County of London Plan Explained, in which Goldfinger discusses Abercrombie's plan for London; here, Goldfinger reveals his own plan which is clearly influenced by Le Corbusier's ideas for the Ideal City advocating a concentrated city set in parkland with free-flowing highways passing through (ibid.). Driving along the Westway today, past the tower blocks (see Figure 14) , is not very far removed from Goldfinger's vision, if we could only see the untidiness of the surviving and later streets and houses as a 'parkland'.
Figure 14 Driving along the Westway
There was a contradiction between the distant view and the urban experience inherent in these visions to be considered in the graphical presentations of the ideas. Drawings can be seen as an idealised history with an implicit didactic mission; they embody the trajectory between the private, intimate thought processes, through the generation of ideas to their exposition (Riley, 2002) . In the production of drawings there is a direct contact of the moving hand that transfers the conceptual thoughts and records them. A great deal of intuition is embodied in the marks that are made on the paper; the deployment of line weight, emphasis, character and material provide some of the 'grammar' that de Certeau also uses in his analogy between reading and the tactics of moving in the city. This proximity of process, from concept, action and 'marking', is completely inversed in the process of designing spaces; the scale of planning for large areas is necessarily greatly reduced and the detail of texture and junctions of components is gradually explored, getting progressively closer to full size. Seeing the earth from the air, from a tall structure or an aeroplane, is a relatively recent phenomenon (Jackson, 1994) . Familiar landmarks from an unfamiliar perspective offer a new understanding of the landscape. The grid imposed across large tracts of the American landscape was a result of distributing the land to new owners in even parcels (Ibid.) but had the result of suggesting an order that should not be disrupted at any cost; the grid is unrelenting. Further, the ordered grid suggests ordered space. Paths, and ultimately roads, follow the lines of the grid. The view from the air exposes any untidiness and abandoned space.
The architect, landscape designer, town planner and writer Geoffrey Jellicoe considered that in England the road organises the landscape through which it passes (Jellicoe 1960). In Jellicoe's diagrammatic proposition for Motopia, located east of Staines and just near Heathrow Airport, he sets out an ordered grid with traffic moving on elevated roads at and on roof level; the Chiswick fly-over having prepared drivers for this experience of travelling (Jellicoe, 1961) . You arrive 'out of the sky upon Motopia' (12) with a view of the geometrical framework of rectangles and circles at intersections. Jellicoe is clear that his ideas for Motopia can only be achieved in a setting away from existing cities. The grid is placed onto the landscape and some adjustments are made to the existing features of gravel pits and rivers but the grid is sacrosanct as this is deemed to be the most efficient system in response to the prediction of one car per person. In the ordered and regular pattern of the grid there is a suggestion that there would be an even distribution and speed that motorists would conform to.
In the expression of Le Corbusier's plan, the view from above (see Figure 15) , for the Ville Radieuse, the influence of the establishment Beaux-Arts is clearly visible. The pattern suggests the painterly composition and attention to detail, with neo-classical stylistic overtones, that was the trademark of the drawings produced by the Ecole des Beaux-Arts from the mid-nineteenth century. But the scale and complexity of the project is enormous and there are many separated levels of circulation to achieve maximum flow even allowing aircraft to land on the top level between buildings. There is a marked contrast between the Beaux-Arts pattern and the Futurist quality of the cross-section and language Le Corbusier uses to describe the skyscrapers so close to the flight deck:
'…actually these skyscrapers will contain the city's brains, the brains of the whole nation. They stand for all the careful working out and organization on which the general activity is based. Everything is concentrated in them: apparatus for abolishing time and space, telephones, cables and wireless; the banks, business affairs and the control of industry; finance, commerce, specialisation. The station is in the midst of the skyscrapers, the tubes run below them and the tracks for fast traffic are at their base. ' (Le Corbusier 1971: 187) In the text Le Corbusier appears to acknowledge the complexity of the interchange with all its diversity of space/time relations and it is the proximity and juxtaposition of these arrangements that he finds inspiring and exciting. The calm and order of the drawn plan reveals none of this excitement.
However, Le Corbusier's plan of 1930 for La Ville Radieuse can also be read as anthropomorphic in the distinction between the different zones, shown in sketches prepared at the time (Frampton 1985) the separated 'head' of skyscrapers above the cultural 'heart', with 'lungs' of residential zones arranged at either side. The humanistic traits in the proposal are at odds with the linear and rational rendering of the project and exemplify Le Corbusier's frequently contradictory and paradoxical approach to the form of his urban planning proposals.
It seems that Le Corbusier's roads are straight on plan but curved in perspective his rational mind demanding the rectilinear arrangement but in constant conflict with his humanist desire for sinuous forms (Banham, 1971) . The closer the proximity between the idea and the site of its execution the closer the reflection of form seems to be to the contours of the human form; conversely, the more distant the relationship between concept and site, the more abstract and geometrical the form of the subject. Frampton argues that this abstraction has a tendency to suggest 'Architecture' (Frampton, 1985) , that is, the possible multiple readings of the abstract drawing suggest many possibilities of creating spaces.
Similarly, it is possible to see in the work of Goldfinger, some thirty years later, a significant contrast between the rational geometry and form of his large housing schemes and the sensual nature of interior and small-scale spaces and details. Goldfinger strikes a heroic pose in the photograph taken of him outside the thirty-one storey Trellick Tower completed in 1967 in North Kensington. Looking up at his strong profile with the tower behind silhouetted against the sky, gives a powerful sense of man controlling the great scale of the city. The image draws attention to the relationship between the human scale and the macro scale of the city giving emphasis to the contrast between them and suggesting that it is only with heroic effort that the conflation of these scales of experience can be achieved. However, the 'brutal' imagery of Trellick Tower, a significant landmark to the north of the Westway, is in marked contrast to the house at Willow Road, Hampstead, that Goldfinger designed for his own family in 1939, meticulously detailed with great attention to the colour, scale and feel of materials. The wall to the garden in the living room at Willow Road has fully opening windows dissolving the boundary between inside and outside. There is a colour washed sketch that Goldfinger prepared of a very similar living room, this time several storeys above the ground, with the balcony as an extension of the internal space, in an article 'The Elements of Modern Space' (Goldfinger, 1942 in Elwall, 1996 . This image, however, shows a mother and child, relaxing in golden light, but here the scene beyond is one of a series of tower blocks set in parkland with an elevated road passing through. This art of the picturesque is of immense importance to us, because it is the art of biological rather than of mechanical man. It is the coalition of these two elements in man that is the problem… (Jellicoe 1960, 70) The dialectic of scientific (abstract) and humanised (meaning-laden) space (see Tilley 1994) that runs through the visions I have discussed reaches its apogee on the ground plane of connection between ideas and reality. Intrinsic in this is the lack of resolution between the organising, rational plan and the 'natural' flow of landscape. In Jellicoe's analysis the varied landscape of England, its tightness and, relative to America, its small scale, provide inspiration; the dispositions of historical and picturesque elements in the landscape are a positive addition. But the difficulty in reconciling the natural, 'biological', to the rational is a question raised again in the definition of roles of those involved in preserving and creating landscapes (Jellicoe 1975);  engineers are aligned with the 'field of physical works' and landscape architects with the arts (ibid. and see Crowe 1960) . But the landscape architect Sylvia Crowe perceives roads in relation to their surroundings and refers to speed as being a very important factor: 'The faster the speed for which it is designed, the further it must depart from the old pattern of the humanised landscape. This conflict between machine speed and human speed is part of the problem which confronts us throughout our mechanized civilization'. She suggests that the basis of any solution is a genuine respect for both worlds of experience, 'a vision which will recognize them as two facets of the same universal design and a determination to find the synthesis between them' (Crowe 1960: 53) . In the development of highways in the city, urban nature becomes the link between the abstract and concrete domains (Gandy, 2002) . The early urban highways in New York, with their inclusion of picturesque planting as a development of the tree-lined boulevard, resulted in a new cultural engagement with nature (ibid.). The change in perception of the landscape, already separated through rail travel (see Schivelbusch, 1980 ) is further distanced in the experience of driving the elevated highway.
Drawing the highway over London
The idea of developing the Westway (see Fig 13) , a two and a half mile long elevated highway linking the centre of London with the west of England route to Oxford; from White City to Marylebone Road, goes back at least to the 1920s. Opening in 1970, the scheme had been developed by one of the most important planners of the twentieth century, Patrick Abercrombie.
The intention was that the Westway was to play an integral role in his proposals of 1943 for three orbital ringways with twelve or so radial roads connecting them. This proposal survived remarkably intact until the early 1970s. Abercrombie's ideas were not restricted to a concern with the flow of traffic in London; they were much broader in their scope and included ideas for how and where communities of the future might live and work (Adams 1982 and see Matless, 1998) .
I have discussed some of the imagery of twentieth century utopias concerned with the mobile city that influenced the conception of the Westway, such as the designs of Le Corbusier, Goldfinger and Jellicoe. But in the engineer's emphasis on form and expression of function it is possible to see the Westway as strongly influenced by a desire to create a recognisable and beautiful object that would identify its creators as having a role in the spirit of the time; 'we also wanted to try and create a kind of triumphal entry to the city' (Lee cited in Self 1993). Images published in the popular press at the start of the project showed a sinuous white ribbon floating over the grey pattern of houses in North Kensington.
In the booklet published to mark the start of work on the Westway much emphasis is given to the innovative technical solutions to structural problems and the use of specially designed computer programmes to calculate the size of support (GLC, 1966) . The description of the project as 'bold and imaginative' is used but it is the technical detail that is given prominence in the text (Robertson, 2007) . The architectural focus of the 'diamond shaped' roundabout that the engineers of the Westway were so keen to promote (Maunsell et al., 1964) could only ever be appreciated from above or if looking on a plan drawing but the descriptor is indicative of the value with which the promoters hoped to imbue the project.
There is a marked contrast between the promotional materials produced for the 1966 ceremony of inauguration of the Westway project and those produced for the opening four years later (GLC 1970) . Deciphering the promotional imagery of the Westway was not a process that the general public undertook and the implications of the proposals and lack of understanding only became apparent at its completion. The proximity of the new elevated road to some residential streets, some housing less than 7 metres away, and the resulting desperate pleas from the residents to be re-housed set up a political testing ground. The problem of noise had not been understood; those living in the worst affected areas were largely from disadvantaged minority groups of immigrants whose presence, at that time, was barely acknowledged and who were not heard. The leaflet published for the opening ceremony is painfully brief. It shows a plan with no context and 'not to scale'; an artist's impression from a raised viewpoint; a programme for the day; and a list of credits. The barest facts are given and no grand claims are made. It is all too apparent that the GLC was keen to distance itself from the project (Robertson 2007). It would seem that the pressure of prolonged contact with reality had finally collided with the abstract ideals of rationalist thinking. The imperative of efficiency through flow of traffic meant that the fastest modes of transport were prioritised. The segregation of the different modes was the rational next step as Goldfinger had advocated in his response to Abercrombie's plan. But in the execution of this plan slower moving vehicles and humans were neglected. The abstraction and idealised nature of the materials used to promote the project was misleading and hopelessly inadequate, taking no account of the lived experiences of those occupying the spaces nearby.
A similar complexity of the interchange, such as we have seen in Jellicoe's Motopia and Le Corbusier's Ville Radieuse, was to form the architectural focus for the design of the Westway; a 'natural climax' whose expression of function and smoothly flowing lines will 'tend to assist the motorist through a complex road system ' (Maunsell et al., 1963: 6) . What seems to be an unconscious acceptance, in Le Corbusier's plan, of the established tradition of Beaux-Arts teaching, with its reference to history and incorporation of historical motifs shown only in plan, signifies the conflict that was to continue between the acceptance, reverence or dismissal of history in the quest for utopia.
The Westway roundabout is strikingly large and completely curved, emphasised by being raised and forming further curves through the shadows cast. In bright sunshine the strong shadows contribute to emphasise the sculptural quality of the structure and it appears as a huge three dimensional object on the landscape, set as it was then in a wasteland of construction site. The area of the interchange represented the greatest architectural potential 'diagrammatically poised above ground level…to generate a natural climax to the whole scheme…the character of the structure determined by its mass and shape requires the avoidance of obstructive architectural detail and the adoption of flowing lines, smooth concrete surfaces…' (11). The description suggests a grandeur that demands respect. The separation of the Westway, through having its own identity reinforced by the clear contrast of its form against the largely neglected and decaying fabric of the area west of Paddington, allowed it a certain privileged status which diffused criticism and initially imbued the project with the power of improving the experience of the city and thus improving the city, London, and enhancing its status in Europe and beyond.
Writer J G Ballard's (1974) fictional Concrete Island is set in this place and belies the oversimplification that the roundabout is ascribed in the engineers report. His story reveals the extreme complexity of the interchange with a very threatening sense of the danger of isolation in the slow and static spaces between and beneath spaces of continual movement at speed.
The experience of driving
Here I want to consider the vivid, ephemeral, cinematic experience of the Westway in relation to studies that have been carried out on representing mobile visions. What I wish to discuss here is the sensuality of cinematic vision. Highway spaces have received little attention from architects or cultural geographers, with notable exceptions, but may well turn out to be amongst the most significant spaces experienced in the twentieth and twenty first centuries: 'Arguably as significant to post-1930 cinema as the street and the railroad were to those earlier films engaged in charting a centralized and navigable centripetal space, cinematic representations of the motorway remain far less studied than filmic treatments of the metropolis' (Dimendberg, 1995: 93) .
Appleyard et al. advocate the highway designer to make the motion of the car vivid with respect to the landscape to 'increase the driver's sense of mastery and connection ' (Appleyard et al. 1964, 13 ) and these characteristics are prominent in both the contemporary and more recent reports of the experience of driving the Westway. Contemporary descriptions of the driving experience are to be found embedded in the press reports of it's opening; predicting 'an unparalleled drive right in the heart of London' (Paddington Mercury, 1970) , 'an exhilarating experience ' (Jenkins, 1970) .
The reports frequently refer to the human cost, that had by this time become public knowledge, and the exhilaration of the drive was played down; 'a free-wheeling journey downtown -but at what cost to others'. Simon Jenkins considered the Westway to be a 'great white elephant' but admits that 'to be able to roar from Edgware Road right round to Holland Park Avenue in a matter of minutes puts some sparkle back into London driving… '(Jenkins, 1970) chiming closely with Jellicoe's aim of making the 'man on the road think it is good to be alive' (Jellicoe 1960: 87) ). Jenkins goes on to suggest: 'perhaps the best thing would be to write Westway off as one of the sacrifices made to the false priorities of the sixties. … paint the road's concrete stilts in psychedelic colours; plant grass wherever possible beneath it; charge motorists 2s. for a spin along its length; and put up a nice blue plaque commemorating the 'Blue Streak' of the transport planners' (Jenkins 1970).
To the motorist on the elevated section, the Westway provides one of the most exciting entries to London, a cinematic experience marked by some of the twentieth century's most emblematic buildings such as Goldfinger's Trellick Tower housing block and the Paddington Maintenance Depot designed by Bicknell and Hamilton (see Figs 17) . With the extended vantage point from which to identify and locate a number of landmarks and the growing scale of the city ahead, the final rise and fall give a tremendous sense of arrival as you drop down, between high buildings, into Marylebone, in contrast to the drifting sensation when leaving the city behind, going west: '…the Westway is beautiful…one of the great urban entrances, the city gathering density beneath you, indicating a mighty metropolis in front. As you leave, it lifts you from the knotty streets onto an expansive plane, whose breadth has the promise of openness and freedom contained in the word 'West' (Moore, 2000: 28) . The spatial attributes and imaginative geographies that Moore evokes would seem to achieve many of the characteristics that Appleyard et al. were advocating in their analysis of the 'sense of motion' on highways. It is in more recent reappraisals of the Westway that the thrill of the journey is expressed. Recalling his response when first travelling the Westway in 1970, psychogeographer Will Self describes the 'road sweeping across the city's Cubist scape; clean, shiny, slicing by block after block in elegantly plotted curve after curve. Then tantalizing with a final roller-coaster plunge over the Marylebone Flyover, before depositing you, dazed by the hubbub after the cool heights, in the bebop beat of Central London…' (Self, 1993: 54) . This kinetic experience is also noted by journalist, Nicholas Royale, in his praise for the Westway as a 'gift to the motorist'. He continues: 'It's the sexiest two-and-ahalf-mile drive you've ever done. It's over too quickly, its true, but the brevity of the experience takes nothing away from its visceral, sensual nature. The way you veer to the right…going west…racing the 747s…' (Royale, 2001: 16) . But the recording of the experience of driving is elusive. The actants are so diverse: the roadway surface, its form and structure, familiar landmarks, many other movements on and off the roadway, the drivers and the vehicles, and the space-time characteristics of these actants are not always stable. A single journey, stopping and starting in traffic, may cross through many space-times.
In Appleyard et al.'s analysis in the early 1960s, the potential pleasure of driving scenic roads was summed up as a 'sense of spatial sequence…like that of large-scale architecture; the continuity and insistent temporal flow are akin to music and the cinema. The kinaesthetic sensations are like those of the dance or the amusement park' (Appleyard, 1964: 5). Self's sensation of the 'chnkchnk-chnk of tyres over the deck sections of the flyover' (Self, 1993: 54) heard in the space underneath as a whispered version, and his reference to the 'be-bop' rhythm draw attention to Jack Kerouac's beat novel On the road (Keroac, 1957) . The rhythm and continuity that Appleyard et al. discuss refer to more than a visual experience. They make an analogy with music and how 'a sequence of motion might be played against a sequence of space… ' (Appleyard et al., 1964, 18) . The rhythmic sense of Kerouac's On the road is evidenced in the many 'phrases' of motion, with the protagonists covering huge distances over and over again. The glamour and romantic associations inspired by driving the Westway ('Westway' special issue in London Architect (RIBA) September 1981) were developed into the eroticised events of J G Ballard's novels, Island (1974) and Crash (1973) both set on and under the Westway in an ambivalent mixture of alienation and celebration of cars and speed, leading to the victims becoming 'mutant cyborgs…fusing meat and metal' (Bell 2001: 32) ; Ballard was at the time 'enraptured by the notion of organisms with radial tyres, etc. -how dull life seems today' (Ballard cited in Self 1993).
Concrete

Conclusions
The contrasts between the practices on and under the Westway, and the different somatic experiences of these practices, re-enforce the perception of distance between the spaces. There is a sense of parallel and exclusive worlds within which different space-time systems operate. The language used to describe the characterisations of the spaces on and around the roadway also bears the responsibility for defining its boundaries and thus the potential permeability of those boundaries. Physical contact with the place, through its surface, acts as mediator to the distant visions, either imagined or seen. It is the voluntary emotional response to space that must be taken into account in attempts to reveal the meaning of spaces. In considering the contribution of bodily movement to the understanding of space, it is clear that the problem of textualising and graphically representing the experience can be attributed to the subliminal nature of the evidence (see Foster 1998). The speed and height of travel along the Westway, the light and weather all affect your perception. While the experience of space is specific to the 'performer', certain aspects are shared through practices. We need to find textual and graphical language that expresses the human relationship to space evidenced through the somatic so that everyday performance is open to discourse see Thrift (1997) Nash 2000).
Practices spatialise but the traces they leave behind are not by any means fully representative of the motivation or the performance so that a particular way of being in the world is invisible and therefore forgotten; they cannot be reduced to their graphic trail (De Certeau, 1984) . The traces are not the essence of the space so the graphic diagrams and plans of utopian cities are necessarily only partially representative of the city although '…the geometrical space of urbanists and architects seems to have the status of the 'proper meaning' constructed by grammarians and linguists in order to have a normal and normative level to which they can compare the drifting of 'figurative' language' (100). If the somatic provides the language, how can we use it? Although writing in the last two decades about the modern city and the urban condition (see Pred, 1995; Pinder, 2001; Borden, 2001 and Pryke, 2002) influenced by Baudelaire and Benjamin, presents evocations of a psychogeographic response to the city, describing or showing a sensual experience that involves the reader, there remains a separation between the sensation of the abstract and the real. There appear to be two worlds; one the domain of literal description, the other accessible only to imagination and figurative language (Smith, 1992) . In looking at existing rhetorical and graphical language it seems that developing a new language to express mobile practices is as problematic in the graphical medium as in the written word.
From Le Corbusier's mimesis of the perfect Vitruvian body in the layout for the Ville Radieuse the body has 'provided the organic tissue…by which the city might be recognised, memorized, and thereby lived' (Vidler, 1999: 186) . However, this ordering system is not understood by everyone and in any case the paradigm is no longer sustainable -a single ordering system is inadequate. Spaces of mobility can be understood as a number of different kinds of spaces due to the changing practices embodied there: sometimes individual, sometimes collective but either way allowing the possibility of continually re-imagining the city through infinite potential combinations of interactions between actants and assemblages. The highway space is not only to be understood through vision and visualities: they are only part of the story and they cannot provide a definitive understanding. The somatic experience adds another register allowing the unknowable, uncodifiable to be recognised.
